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In a nwak~r of laboratory experiments on communication-structures 
(networks), one of the two most important dependent varisbles has been the 
task-performance of groups 2. T!ae original publication in this field is by 
Bavelas: in interpreting LewiA t~opolo~&~ concept of “sho~‘test path’” 
(intended to ble a dynamic: cojlcept) in a purely positional sense, he 
developed a ymeasure of position-centrality in the net (4). 

Since the first publication (in 1948) elaborate research has been carried 
out, in which researchers were basing themselves more or less on this idea 
of position-central@: Leavitt, Heise and Miller, Shaw and Guetzkow 
performed laboratory experiments, using the topological strwture 8s an 
independent variable. 

In these experiments groups; of 3, 4 or 5 subjects 8 could interact only 
by means of written messages. This communication was necessary to solve 
group-:a&~. Each group-member possessed a certain amount of infor- 
mation and the combination of all the information was needed to solve the 
group-problem. 

In those groups some of the communication channels (or links) between 
the members can be blocke:d, so that they cannot be used. In this way the 
experimenter can Easily introduce varied structures, in which the positions 
ditfer in “oentrality”. Centrality reflects the extent to which one posilion is 
strategically located in relation to other positions in the pattern. The most 
central podion in a network is the position closest to all other po:dtions. 

Let US co&de:- the two “structures”, depicted here as wheel and circle. 

* Printed by special arrangement with the ‘Netherlands Institute for Preventive 
Medecine:. 

1 Acknowledgment is due for their co-operation in this research to Mr. Rogier 
Eikeboom, Mrs. Hannie Stemerding-Bartens and Mr. Ad Stemerding. 

2 The other dqendent variable being the satisfaction (cf. 42). 
8 Subjects were college-s’tudents in general. 
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The letters represent persons, the connecting lines represent the cha 
through which the communication is possible. 

A. clear difference exists between these two structures: in the wheel the 
group-membe C is in a central position; every inter-commu 

(== communication from one group-member to another) has to go tbroug 
the central position. 

The central person himself can communicate directly with each of the 
others. In the circle no differentiation exists between the five positions; all 

Circle 
Fig. 1 

5-position-structures. 

Wheel 

persons have equal communication-possibilities. Leavitt performed labora- 
tory experiments with groups of five persons (34). 

It may be useful to state the task used in this research. Each S, labelled by 
color, was given a card. Cpn this card was a set of five (out dE six possible) symbols. 
Each S’s card was dit&rent from all the ot crc in that the symbol lacking, the 
sixth one, was a differeut symbol in each case. 

Thus, in any set of five cards there was only one symbol in common. The 
problem was to find the common syrr.301. 

To accomplish this, each member was allowed tc communicate by means of 
written messages with those other members of the grcup to whom he had an open 
channel (a link in our diagram). Every member had to know the common symbol. 

Leavitt 4 found, that the wheel-groups worke:ll fa.ster than the circle- 
groups, when he analysed the “fasted single correct trial” (other time- 
measures yielded no significant results). 

Furthermore, the wheel-groups needed a smaller number of messages to 
solve the problems and they made less errors. 

According to Leavitt, the topological structure determines the better 
performance of the wheel-groups. Especially “centrality” as a meas~e 
of “ci~seness” of all other positions in the structure, is thus a measure of the 

4 Not all the findings of other researchers can be reported here; the most 
relevant ones are selected. 



%waila~~iZity of all information”, which is 
group-problem. 

The most central position in (c), closest to all other positions, 
is most l*ely to get the answer s answer-getting 
different from the one in the circle, where all member 
opportunity to collect all information and to solve the problem. 

Two predictions (on time and amount of communication), theoretically 
derived from the topological structure, are not validated by the reported 
facz, thus Leavitt has to refer to the development of the group’s organI- 

.40,42,47,49). 

Here we are confronted with the same tendency, as in the research on 
satisfaction: the tendency to attribute performance-phenomena directly to 
characteristics of the topological structure. But as WC: formulated already 
(42), the topological structure does not determhe, what really happens, 
but o&y FGzat in possible. According to us, it is important, who actually 
sends messzoes to whom, and which content these messages have: the 

dynamic structure must be determined 5. 
From this viewpcint the following data of Leavitt are relevant: he used 

four different topological structures. But the problem-solving times were 

not a fmctior~ of these topologicqti structures, but fe’ll apart in two groups, 
as is clear in the following table. 

Leavitt’s data C Ch Y 
~- 

Wh 

structure-centrality 25.0 26.1 26.2. 26.4 
structure-peripheraliralioy 0.0 7.4 9.8 13.6 
time .84 .89 .,59 .53 
messages 5.6 3.7 2.9 2.9 
tOt.d-eiT0l-S 16.6(7.6) 9.8(2.&) 2.6(O) 9.8(M) 
definite errors 6.4 6.2 X.6 2.2 

Although the smallest difference in “centrality”’ exists between the chain- 
and Y-stmctures, the wheel- and Y-structures are grouped together in the 
behavioral data.. This remains unclear when we concentrate in our explana- 
tory efforts only cm the ~‘o~Mq$czzf structure-qualities. 

It appears from Leavitt’s data on the “organization of work”, that in all 
wheel- and UC-groups the cr:ntral person collectl; the information, then solves 
the problem and sends 8111: the answer (“cent& method”). 

5 When the ,relations, existing between group-members with regard to a 
cfimension, show a certain durability or stability, we speak of a dynamic 
structure (12). 
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the chain, it occurred in a number of cases, that rsons otlxx tha 
the most central one, und the solution and passed the answer to 

information-messages were sent in two directions,, 
answer or received it from a neighbour. 

seems, that the “better” rformance in regard Ito “time” and “nu 
s may be accounted for, not b:~ the 
type of Interaction-Strructwe, which 

In the Netherlands, we replicate eavitt’s experiment with S-position- 
ups, using the wheel- and circle-structure. jects were students of the 
‘versity of Amsterdam, in their first year. en circle-groups and nine 

wheel-groups were run. The wheel-groups worked faster (measurements: 
“mean time per problem” and “fastest single correct trial”), used fewer 
messages, and made less errors (cf. 43, p. 1 lS-121). 

In 67 % of the wheel-groups, a work organization envolved after ahe 
fourth problem, in which all “-peripheral” members sent their inforrrtario 
to the central person, who made the solution and sent out the answers. 

Thus Leavitt’s .results are confirmed in this experiment with Dutch 
subjects. 

An interesting phenomenon will be reported here, although it is not directly 

relevant. Bavelas and Leavitt (5, p. 503 and 34, p. 45) raised the question whether 
in certain communication-structures the probability of effective utilization of insight 
is greater than in others. They :-eferred to the “method of elimination”, whereby S 
instead of taking time to write all his symbols, wrote just the missing symbol, thus 
saving considerable time. From. Leavitt’s material the question could not be 
answered. 

From our material it appears that the initiative to such insight occurs as often 
in wheel-groups as it does in circle-groups. However, the ncceptunce of it occurs 
more often in circle- than in wheel-groups, the difference being significant 
{.02 < p < .03, tw(r sided test). 

iller (24) used three-persons-groups, and several tasks. C)ne 
of them was a stereotyped exchange of isolated words (task I); task II 
consisted of a sentence-construction. 

The wheel-groups worked faster with the sentence-problems, but the 
circle-groups with the words problems. The communication activity was 
equal for both “structures” in task II, in task I the wheel used more 
mess8ages, In task the Wheel made less errors (task II was nearly 
errorless). 

Task I can be solved by machine-like behavior, and does not lead to an 
impression of a “group at work”. The information flows through the 
channel-system, along the positions. 
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Task II, however, is different; to quote the writers themselves: *‘These 
problems were less rigidly structured and provided more scope for initia- 
tive”. Especially the results of task II are therefore interesting; and from 
thos,e, Heise and Miller concluded the wheel to show a better performance. 
The writers state: “Apparentlyr the reconstruction of sentences requires 
more integration of group activity;8 the central man can co-ordinate and 
place in the proper context the words that the subjects contribute . . . 

Conversely, the sitaation can become chaotic in the circle, for no one 
organizes the individual contributions” (24, pp. 322, 333). 

For each of the structures a minimum-time and a minimum-number of 
messages were calculated. 

It is interesting that in Task I, where machine-like behavior is exhibited 
by the subjects, time- and communication-data are according to expectation. 

But in Task II they totally fail to do so (24, pp* 33 1, 333). Fro.m the 
description this task seems to be a simple task for the S’s (they rnaije no 
mistakes in it!) and thus it is comparable with the problems of tie Leavitt- 

tyIi= 
The results of this experiment then also support the opinion about the 

relatively small importance of the topological structure for the prediction 
of group-behavior. 

Very important is the research, done by Guetzkow and Simon (18, 19). 
The starting-point of these investigators has been the same as ours; for that 
reason we will report their findings now, before proceeding with the 
experiments and theories of Shaw. Guetzkow and Simon emphasize the 
effect of the communication-structure upon the g~~p’s ability to organize 
itself for performance of the task. 

They designed an experiment with 5-position-groups and with three 
topological structures: wheel, circle and all-channel (in whic;t all positions 
can communicate with all others). The problems were “simple” ones, of the 
Leavitt-type, but the experimental situation was modified, so that there was 
ample opportunity for S’s for planning am organization 0. 

The writers hypothesized that not the communication network, but the 
organization which develops, affects the speed of performance of the group- 
task. 

6 Still further with promoting the organizational development went Flament 
(15:) who inseructed the groups explicitly to organize themselves centrally. His all- 
channel, chain, and wheel-groups ($-position-groups) requkd identical times to 
solve their Leavitt-type problems. 
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A time-study-analysis 7 of task was made, the result of which 

indicated, that for these tasks the topological structures will not create 

differences among the groups with respect to the time needed to solve the 

problem, when an optimal organization will be used. 
optimal organizations are the “two-level-hierarchy” or the “three-level- 

hierarchy”. A two-levtil-hierarchy exists, when the peripherals in the wheel 

send their information to the central person, who makes the decision and 

returns the answers to the peripherals. In a three-level-hierarchy, two 
neighbours send their information to t posite neighbours, who in turn 
relay this information with their own to t fifth member; this person can 
solve the problem, relay the answer back through the “relayers” to the 
“endmen”. 

It appeared. that seventeen of t?e twenty ail-channel-groups, all fifteen 
wheel-groups an three (of the twenty-one) circle-groups developed such 
two- ar three-level-hierarchies, and the “mean times for three fastest trials” 
did not differ then between the three networks, nor did th.ey show a differ- 
ence with the theoretical time, based on the M.‘T’.M.-analysis. 

Research., carried out at the University of Wisconsin, has shown results, 

which contrast the ones reported in the foregoing pages. 
Shaw (47) u.sed problems of the following type: 

A small company is moving from one office building to another. It must move 
four kinds of equipment: (1) chairs, (2) desks, (3) filing cabinets :tnd (4) typewriters. 
How many trucks are needed to make the move in one trip’? 

Stems of information needed to solve the problem: 

1, The company owns a total of 12 desks 

2. ** 1, ,, II I, ,, 48 chairs 

3. ,. ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 12 typewriters 

4. ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 15 filing-cabinets 

5. One truck will carry 12 typewriters and nothing elr;e 

6. ,, ,, o 9, 3 desks ,, I, W 

7. ,, ,, 0 9, 5 filing cabinets ,, ,* 

8. 3, ,, 9, ,, 24 chairs 3, ,, 

The statement of the problem was typed com$etely on each of four separate 
cards and, each item of information was typed on a separate card. Each sub&t 
was given one of the problem cards anJ two of the information cards. 

? The procedure was the Methods Time Measurement, used in American 
industry (Maynard, Stegmerten and Schwab: Methods-Time Measurement, New 

York, McGraw Hill 1948). 



h $-position-groups, he found his wheel-groups working S~IMX in tifia~ 

hst (= third) problem, than his circle-groups, although they used fewer 
messages. mere were no error-differences (and a smaller “corrective 
*pwer” in the wheel- than in the &&-groups). These results were di&erent 

from Leavitt’s tidings. 
Sha,w then designed a critical experiment, wi so-~zilled complex tasks 

from the type of which w.e gave an example, and so-called simple tasks of 
the Leavitt-type (48, p. 212). 

in I$position-groups, the wheel-groups repaired in the last (= fourth) 
problem less time for the relatively simple problems than the circle-groups 
(alt’hoq& the difference failed to reach statistical signticance). The circle- 
groups however are (significantly) faster in the fourth comptix problem 
than the wheel-groups. For both simple and complex problems the wheel 
nrxds fewer messages than the circle. 

In the simple problems, there is no difference in number of errors 
between the two structures, but in the complex problems, the circle-groups 
make less errors. 

Shaw (48, p. 217) writes: The present experiment was designed to test 
the hypothesis* that a communication net in which all S’s are in equal 
positions (the circle) *will require less time to solve relatively complex 
problems but more time to solve relatively simple problems than will a 
cJ.ommunicati.on net in which one S is placed in a central position (the 
wheel). The outcome of this experiment generally supports the hypothesis”. 

The performance of the wheel is better for the more simple tasks, the 
circle is superior for the relatively complex problems. Shaw states that the 
simple problems merely require S’s to identify a symbol held in common 
by all Ss of the group, but the “complex” ones require S’s to perform 
simple arithmetical computations such as addition, subtraction, multi- 
plication and division. 

In his theoretical explanation Shaw suggests that the diffe;rences found 
between the structures are due to the avtdfddity of information and to the 
possibility of contributions from all members of the group. 

‘@When sinwple problems are to be solved the availability of information is of 
prim;uY impc?rtance. All s’s are equally capable of identifying common symbols. 
. . . ThuS, wiz‘h simple problems the wheel should be faster than the circle because 
information is just as available to the person in the central position in the wheel 
as it is to 2\OY one position in the circle, and because the wheel pattern has the 
adder1 effect of designating which S will perform the function of identifying the 
common symbol. 

h the complexity of the problem increases, however, the possibility of 
cc&ributions from all members o.f the group becomes much more important. Tt s 



is true because some s’s are more capable than others of solving such prob1em.s 
quickly, and because part solutions can be delegated to various positions, thereby 
compensating in part for the e:Rects of “saturation”. With complex problems, then, 
the wheel should be slower than the circle because the central person becomes 
saturated Ci.c. because he must do most of the work, either the actual solution 

information, the optimal output level is exceeded) and because it 
rces the weakest person in the group to function in the leadership 

role” (48, p. 216) Q. 

This “‘participation”-theory has been qrloted “in extenso”, because our 
own experiment has en designed to test an opposing theory; in the next 
paragraphs some theoretical consideration, function as an introduction to 
this theory. 

HE CENTRALIZED ECISION STRUCTURE 

ree objections may risen against Shaw’s theory and the experiments, 
by which he tried to confirm it. 

The first one concerns the problem-complexity. 
It sekms to us that Shaw’s “classificatory”’ difference between two 

“substantially” different types of problems, simple and complex problems, 
is not completely justified: in both types of problems the essential feature 
seems to be that information, distributed over all group-members, needs to 
come together for the problem-solution. The gradual differences, we see 
between them, do not prepare us beforehand for the complete reversal of 
the results, which appeared in Shaw’s findings 

One question is: is it possible to explai e seemingly quite contrary 
findings of Leavitt and Shaw in one theory, ut using the “suktantiall” 9 
concepts “complexity” and “simplicity” blems as basic in such a 

theory? 
The second objectian is an experimental-methodological one. Shaw’s 

“experimental situation” differs in two aspects from the situation in 
Lcavitt”s experiment. These two aspects were recognized by Shaw, but. 
according to us, he underestimated them. 

a) Rtumber of problems. While in Leavittk e>;periments the ~OUP;S 

solved 15 problems, Shaw’s groups did only 3 or 4. This is an important 

s Another theory of Shaw is that when S’s work with simple problems they 
should be willing to accept thle decision of another S much more readily than in 
the case of the more complex problems. But the analysis of ;he used method of 
solution made clear, that the expected difierence in method, used for the two types 
of problems, did not show up ‘(48, p. 216). 

Q Lewin rejected in 1931 (35) the use of dichotomous classifications in 
psychology. 
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difference between 
back. 

MAUK MULDER 

ihe two experimental situations, on which we will come 

b) number of position.7. En an experiment with four-position-groups 
Shaw found results, contrary to the hRavitt=data. With the purpose of 
demons.trating, that circle-groups show a better performance than wlz.,d- 
groups when solving complex problems, he then designed an experiment 
with three-position-groups, instead of with five-position-groups (as Leavitt 
had do:ce). 

However, there is a clear dopological difference between. groups of five 
and three positions. The “centrality”-difGrences for instance between 
individual positions are far greater in Z&position-groups than in 3-position- 
groups, 

From the dynamical point of view the diEk:rence is much more striking. 
A circle-structure with three positions is not a typical circle, but a “totally 
interconnected structure”: eventually it may function as a hierarchy with 
two levels. If all group-members send their “information” to all others, and 
each position makes his own problem-solutions (and this $5 exactly what 
happens in all Shaw’s three-position-circlegroups) (48) the processes can 
be most adequaaely described as the simultaneous functioning of three 
wheel-groups. In the 
sends his own info to 
central position, who 
solution 10. 

first phase, each position acts as a peripheral, who 
the others; in the second phase each position acts as 
after receiving all relevant info, makes the problem- 

All disadvantages, ascribed by Shaw to the wheel (cf. p. 3631, are 
in this situation realized for the circle; the advantages of the circle, with 
which Shaw explains the superiority oi this structure, are not realized in the 
three-position-ciscle, as it functions in haw’s experiment. Our conclusion 
is, that the three-position-circle is inadequate to test Shaw’s Participation- 
theory. 

The third criticism is the most fundamental one: in the theoriklg of 
Leavitt and Sh.aw the importance of the topological structure is strongly 
emphasized. “Availability of information”, “contributions from all group- 
members”, and “saturation” are directly derived from the topological 
structures. But predictions, based on characteristics of the topological 
structures, were not corroborated by the actual data, as we have seen 
(p. 358, 360). And in Leavitt’s data, other variables appeared to be 
eventually more determining with regard to group-performance (p. 358). 

10 The same reasoning holds for a more recent experiment of Show, in whit’ a 

“all channel-groups” are compared with wheelgroups (52). 
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Thus the dynamic aspect seems to be neglected to a certain degree i 
earlier studies 11. 

hat is to say: it is understood that the topological structure leads, via 
orher variables, to the final group-performance. ut, especially for the 

he performance in situations, differe from those, studied in 
e communication-structure experiments, these dynamic intervening 

variu6le.s must be clearly idewS 12. 

From this point of view, an answer may be suggested on the ,guestion at 
the end of the foregoing paragraph: how to explain the seemingly contra- 
dictory results of Shaw a 

Therefore we start g the concept: “irzteraction-structure”. 
his concept in general re s to status gradients, reciprocal role relations, 

control relationships, etc. n this publication it has a more restrictive 
meaning: it refers to “who communicates with whom”. 

On the basis of the topological structures (purely positional networks of 
links and knots) more dynamic interaction-patterns grow: for instance in 
the wheel it is necessary that every “inter-communication” goes to, from or 
via the central position. From these inter-communication-processes, the 
interaction-structure may be abstracted, when the content of the communi- 
cation is neglected. 

But, with regard to this “content”, an important distinction may be made. 
In task-performing groups, studied by Leavitt al., there occurs Sexchunge 
of information; the information-items, reqCr for the problem-solution, 
are distributed over all group-members, so t nust be sent to others. But 
also, several “decisions” can be made: the decision not to pass the infor- 
mation, but first to collect all needed information; the decision to make the 
problem-solution for one’s self; e decision nr>t to accept the solution of 
anotb,er group-member, etc. hese decisions result from the task- 
requirements of “making the problem solution” and “exchange of problem- 
solutions”. These “processes” could be clearbj identified sometimes in direct 
obu:rvation during the workqeriod in our own experiment (p. 359), but do 

not lend themselves to easy measurement. 
To emphasize this “conlent” of the interaction (communication) the 

construct “decision-structurti?” may be introduced, and defined as: “whs 
takes decisions for whom”. 

Now this decision-structure mayy also have a centre; and to emphasize the 

11 This opinion has been confirmed by the reseanzh of Guet;zkow and Simon, 
and Flament. 

12 Cf. 35, 36, 37, 38, 57, 11, 3, 13, 55 (Ch. 4 and 6). 
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dynamic character of the interaction-, and decision-structures (compared 
with the topological structures), we speak about a centr d structure (or: 
degree of centredness). 

The core of our theory is, that ~lroups with a mew@ centrd decision- 
structwe will be capable #of better group-perfwnancesS because the contri- 

e individual group-members can be integrated by the person in 
t,k centred ‘“position” (the Ialder position,‘~. The theory is restricted to 
situatisli- a, in %hich 2 or more persons rform a group-task; in our experi- 
ment information, divided over all gr members, must be used to solve 
the group-problem. 

Implicit in our concept of the dynamic centred decision, structure is the 
idea, that it must develop itself, 

This is in itself only logical, but we wa to clarify the exact conse- 
quences. 

A more centred structure is in genera1 characterized by ‘“vulnerubiky”: 
a disturbance in the functioning of the central position wi!l have a radiIcal 
effect, because this efIect will be spread quickly through the total group and 
it will be very diflicult to send the information-flow via other positions or to 
make the decisions in other positions. 

Examples of such disturbances, as they may happen in our experimental 
set-up, arc: insufficient capacities. of persons in central y3ositions; pressure 
from the “‘environment”, as in the case when the cejntral person is risked, 
which dat.a a certain group-member has, if he will send a certain piece of 
information, if he wants to explain why he acts as he is acting (for instance 
why he is holding back data), etc. In this way, the vulnerability of the Imore-- 
centred structure is to a considerable extent a function of the relation 
between the pressure from the environment and the resistaize against this 
pressure of the person in the central position in the structure. 

It is our opinion, thrit this vulnerability will lead to effects, when the 
centred interaction-stnlcture, ir not developed sufficiently towar’d the 
strongly centred decision-struc:f;ure. Then the central sition is not yet 
sufficiently resistent a st pressure exerted on it, 

In experiments, as avitt’s, Shaw’s and ou.rs, groups are newly ftsrmed 
and start on new tasks; the moment they start they have no experience in 
solving such problems w such groups; under these circumstances we may 
expect that in the beginning of the “work” more centred groups perform not 
better, btit eventually worse, than kss-centred groups. 

There b support for this “.heory in the available data. In kavitt’s time-data 
(34, p. 42) the wheel-groups are lower in the first problem and in the secon . 
problem wheel and circle need equal time, Ina the first proMem the cl&- 
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use the same number of messages as the wheel-groups, but in the second they 
use already far more messages. 

In this context it is also interesting that Leavitt found in one of his wheel.. 
groups a great number of errors, because the central person accepted information- 
messages as answers. This happened in the first part of the experiment! 

ulder and Eikeboom also found in a replication of Leavitt’s experiments with 
Wh subjects (43) that the circle was faster in the first problem and slower in 

e second and next problems. In number of messages the wheel was already 
superior in the first problem. 

The data of Simon and Guetzkow do not show a time-difference in the first 
problem. ut S’s were extensively trained, so that they knew how to solve the 
problems; ir was made clear toi them that they could accept solutions from other 
group-members, and special communication techniques were illustrated. The re- 
searchers atate: ‘The task was reduc to a mere routine’*. 

In ret;eorch, performed by Lute, acy and Christie the whee,lgroups also are 
slower in the beginning, faster at the end of the workperiod, compared with the 
circlegroups (39, p. 10). 

Shaw’s data are not very clear in this respect. ne gets the impression, 
W’J: eqerimentcrl groups do not develop such centred &&ion 

structures BS the groups in the experiments of Leavitt, Simon and 
Guetrikow and ourselve!;. In the latter ones, all wheel-groups develop into 
strongly-centred decision structures in which the central pcrsc~: makes the 
solu’ion and sends it out. In Shaw’s experiment with 4-position-groups, only 
37 % of the wheel-grcups use such a centr ethod, in an experiment klf 
Gilchrist and Shaw this figure is 28 % (1 and in Shaw’s 3-positions* 
experiment it is 50 Sb. (And it does not e a difference, whether it 
concerns simple or complex problems in th 

From the viewpoint of our theory then, other findings of Shaw could be 
t,Aated to these data, on the work-organization. For instance the fact that 
the difference betwe:en circle- and wheel-groups in times, needed to solve 
the simple problems, is not significant (conf. p. 362). Furthermore, there is 
ru) diflerence in errors between wheel and circle with simple problems. Thus 
these data do not sho.zl the wheel to be very clearly superior for simple 
problems, although in thi: experiments by Leavitt, Guetzkow, 
Miller and ourselves it appeared to be so. 
-__I_ 

18 The satisfaction differences between persons on central positions and the 
others, the so-called peripherals, are very weak too in the Wisconsin-experinlents, 
as compared with the other experiments. Earlier we demonstrated (42) that 
an important determinant of the relatively high satisiaction of “central persons” 
is the exertion of power over others. This power exertion goes with more cen%sd 

decision structures. 
The small satisfaction, differences could eventually be attributed to the lacking 

of more centrcd decision-structures. 
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in our opinion, an explanation of this striking discrepancy could tha i 

the centred decision structure did not develop to a considerable ,;legree. An 
essential1 point in Shaw’s design :nay be emphasized: while thfs groups of 
Leavitt and Guetzkow performed at least 15 problems, Shaw’s groups Ifid 
only 3 or 4. Shaw noticed this difference, but did rot give much weighr to 
it (48, p. 211). According to 01.11: theory this is a most critical difference the 
top&&ul structure is “given” and does ncr'l; change; the dynamic decision 
structure however, must have opporttmity to grow, must develop into 
centredness. l[n Shaw’s experiments this opportunity is decisively snaller 
than in the other studies, because: of the very small number of probk:ms, to 
be solved 14. 

The differenct: between t.he :Imdings of Leavitt and Shaw, we would 
suggest, is not that the wheel allows for better performance with ),'.ie simple 

problems, the circle groups wih the complex on.es, but that the more 
centred decision structure, which has developed in Leavitt’s 15 problems, 
enabled a better performance. 3(n Shawls experiment, the groUps did not 
de:velo:p strongly centred structures” (And the gmdd differes,tce between 
simple and complex problems has a~ effect in so far that the “~rulncr~abiliuy- 
p?rase” of the more centred decision-structures requireti more time 
(:= problems) with the complex than with the simple problems). 

The answer, suggested for the question on p. 363, is t’nat the contra- 
dictory results may be explained by 01 e theory: (z theory _m the dtfgree of 
ctwtredness of the dwision-structure, a:* this hug developeri itself during the 
pzrjomuzrzce of the tasks,, with which the group has been confronted. 

THE C?ENTRALITY-INDEX OF TBE DECISION S'rRUCTURE 

Now, an operational definition of the decision-structure wi,ll be given; 
this definition is strictly ~1 priori, it is constructed with,Jut knowledge of our 
own experimental material (but with knowledge of t.he possibilities in the 
experimental situation in general) 15. 

In the topological wheel-structure, a centred interaction-structure 
develops, in which the central person may functiofr as a mere “‘relayer” of 
information (he sends out to all others what he receives, when he receives it 
or when someone asks for it, so that each of the g:,oup-members receives all 
information-items i+z a number of separate rrtisz;ages, and may make then 

14 With this smaller :number of problems in Shaw’s experiment a shorter 
workperid goes together. 

16 Grateful thanks are due to Mrs. Hannie $temerding-Bartens for her help 
in the analysis of the centredness of the decision-sl.ruct.ure. 
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lais own prQ~~e~-s~~uti~n. e does not function as a strong leader, when 
leadership is conceived as the degree, to whi a person contributes to 

al group-performance ( 10). 
Or he may function as an “integrator”. ay make the decision not to 

pass the messages, he receives, but to ld thcr.1 till he has a 
necessary information, so that he himself can make the problem-solution, 
and then he may 

III. 

send the solution to other group-members; 
send the solution plus all the necessary information in one message to 
other group-members; 
send necessary informatio in one message to other group-members. 

Althot61gh three “types” of integration activity are distinguished, in all 
of them the central person makes decisions which have consequences for 
the total group-activity. 

Consequently, the %entrality-index” which measures rhe degree of 
cenfredness of the decision-structure, is based on communication-acts of all 
three types 16. 

The “decision centrality index” @.6X.) is computed in this way: As a 
first step, for each person in the group must be computed how many persons 
are supplied by this person with messages of type I, II or III,. 

In this operation, type II- and III-content, although in principle different, 
are given the same weight (= l), because when all information is put 
together on one sheet, the solution of this experimental tusk can be re:td-off 
easily. Type I-content is weighted double (=: 2) cause here the person 
who sends out the solution doea not allow r any participation in the 
salution by the “receiver”. 

Second, the scores of all “positions” in the group are summed up. 
Third, the proportion of every “position” is calculated by dividing his 

individual score by the sum-total. 
The last step is to calculate the diflerence between the “position” with 

the highest proportion 2nd the “position” with the next highest. Thus the 
“decision centrality index” (D.C.I.) gives a measure of the centredness of 
the decision-structure on ogle “position” (the “leader”). It may vary from 
zero to 1.00. 

Although it bears upon derail-considerations and post-hoc analysis of data, the 
following points may be made: In the D C.I., as it is operationally defined, the 
sequence of acts is not included. An example will clarify this: 

16 In the experiment to be reported, no instructions -were given to S’s as to 
the different existing possibilities of communication-content, 2nd the message-sheets 
were not preceded. 
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Fig:. 2 

When the arrows represent type I-, II- or III-messages from A to l3, A to C, 
and C to D, it is uncertain if C has accepted the solution from A or that C 
has made his own solution. The latter possibility exists, becnuse very often au 
:intensive informa&n-exchange occurs in the experimental groups. 

Thus we do not know if C has passed to D the solution, recsivsd from A, or 
his own solution. 

Xn the D.C.I. computation the distinction between the% two possibilities is 
neglected: Even if C only passes A% type I, II or IlIcontcnt to D, he mast have 
mude the decision to do this; in the D.C.I. computation,, C is also in principle 
conceived as a ‘%entre” for one decision. The eflecr of A’s decision for C is not 
incorporated in the D.C.I. 

The implication is that circle-groups have a disadvantage in developing a higir 
degree of decision-centredness; it is impossible for one position in a four-position- 
circle to make decisions for the total group. 

Now t’his could seem inadequate for those casc:s in which A is indeed the 
initiating centre and C waits for A’s “‘solution” :o pass it to D; one could take 
1.hi.s solution to be A’s decision, as it very often is in re& life situations. However, 
post-hoc analysis of the data made clear, that this objection is not too serious in 
this experiment: in all (25) circle-groups, a situation similar to thz one in tigure 2, 
where C passed a received solution, Iwithout having made his own solution, did 
not happen. 

For compa-iison, a second illustration is given: 

8 D 
0 0 

Fig. 3 

Here again we do not know if A sent first a “decision” (type I, II or 11:) to 
C or if the reverse happened: again the sequence of acts is neglected, both positions 
are equally thought of as centres for one decision. This is very adequate becausl-: 
frlom the material it appeared (conforming to ttc a prio,d expectation) that lo& 

behavior of sending back one’s “own” solution (rationalized as “checking”) indic; :e:: 
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non-acceptance of the decision of the other. Here the “effect” of decisions, that is 
the acceptance or non-acceptance of someone’s decisions by someone else (the 
powt’r-structure) reflects itself to a certain degree in the 

In this connection the following experimental data are interesting: in the eircle- 
groups, 65 % of the subjects make their own solution (from information, received 
’ a number of messages) rr. ut 81 % of the circle-subjects receive type I, II or 

messages t 

n only 13 % of the ci.rcle members make their own solution (without benefit 
of pe I-, II- or III-messages). Thus 46 % (65---19) make their own solution 
after having received also Type I-, II- or III-messages, or they make their own 
solution and receive afterwards Type I-, II- or III-messages. 

In the wheel-groups the processes are quite different: 35 % of the subjects make 
their own solution; 79 % received Type I-, II- or 3ILmessages. Thus 14 % make 
their own solution, while also receiving Type I-, II-or III-messages. In thi 
too, the problemsolving may have been done before reception of Type I-, 

-messages, or afterwards; but the important point is, that in both cases more 
members of the group eontinue functioning as a ‘centre”. -With regard to this, 
there exists a clear difference between the figures for circle-groups (46 %) and 
wheel-groups (14 %). The total figures for ‘makin own solution” are also clearly 
different (65 % in the circle versus 35 % in the wheel). 

The conclusion may be that, although the D.C.I., as it is calculated here, does 
not encompass iu a strict way the seqrmzce of acts, the use of it is well justified. 

In the foregoing the reason is implicated, why we use the concept 
‘*decision-structure”, instead of power-structure. :90wer-structure we 
defined earlier (42, p. 13) as the determining to a cc:rtain extent of the 
behavior of another. Now the power-relation between A and C (in figure 2) 
is not known, because it depends on the se 
structure, in which this sequence is neglecte 
the group-behavior. 

HYPOTHESES 

The theory on “decision=centredness” may be summarized as follows: 
groups with a more centred decision-structure perform the tasks better, 
because the contributions from the individual members ca 
integrated by the person situated in the centre. 

The dynamic centred-decision-structure has to develop; this takes a 
certain amount of time (a certain aumber of tasks). The degree of centred- 
ness of the decision-structure is expressed in the Decision Centrality Index 
(D.C.I.), being a measure of the degree in which orie person makes the 
decisions for the whole group. 

17 The data are given for the last problem, the group had to solve. 
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Furthermore a greater “vuberability” for more centred &w&uses is 
presumed in the theory; this vulnerability making itself apparent (3 ially 
in th beginning of the working period. 

Ihe theory is laid down in the following 

General hypothesis I 

To the extent that the decision-structure in groups is more centred, the 
groups will give a better performance of their group task:; 1s. 

The specific hypotheses are: 

To the extent that the decision-structure in groups is more centred, 
the group task will be performed faster. 
Perfo;mance per time unit is measured by the time, the group needs to 
solve (correctly) its problem. 

To the extent that the decision-structure in groups is more centred, 
the quality of the task performance will be better. 
The quality of he performance is defined here by the number of errors 
made by the group during the task accomplishment. 

To the extent that the decision-structure in groups is morr; centred, 
the group task will be performed more e@ciently. 
Efficiency is defined by the number of messages, the group needs to solve 
the problem 19. 

General hypothesis II 

To the extent that a structure is more centred, it is characterized by a 
greater “v&rerabiIity”. The vulnerability will demonstrate itself when the 
pre,ssure exerted on the central position of the structure is greater than its 
resistance. 

In uur experimental design, this hy-pothesis can be tested specificady, because 
newly formeri groups start working on new tasks. In the wheelgroups centred 
inreruction-structures are starting then uearly immediately. The expectation is that 
in the beginning of the workperiod, the resistance of the centre in the more- 
centred groups will be smaller than the environmental pressure on it. 

2s Our groups accept as their task to work as fast as possible. When the 
group-goal should be: “to work slowly and badly”, more-centred groups should 
“better” perform this task. Cf. Schachter’s clarifying study on productivity 
(4.5, 6). 

ra In general efficiency refers to a certain goal-valence and the costs of reaching 
this goal. The restriction to “number of messages” is arbitrarily (cf. 56, pp. 39, 
180 etc.; 42, p,, 94). 
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the extent that the interaction-structure in ups is more centred, 

rformed relatively more slowIy during 

on-structure i groups is more centred, 
group task will be relatively less 

the interaction-structure in groups is more ceulred, 
d relatively less efficiently during the 

‘&SC hypotheses can be tested in the experiment, by comparin, the 
performance of more centred groups and less centredl groups, during the 
first part of the work-period (for instance the first two problems) and in 
the last period of the work (last two problems). 

Shaw has found that the “corrective power” is greater in wheel-groups 
than in circle-groups. This is in agreement with the concept of vulnerability, 
so the specified hypotheAs can be formulated: 

extent that the interaction-structure is more centred, the 
*‘corrective power” of the group will be smaller. 
The *‘corrective power” is determined by comparing the number of corrected 
errors with the total number of errors. 

To test these hypotheses, an experiment is designed in which four- 
position-groups had to solve five complex problems, of the type, Shaw had 
used. We should have preferred more prob allow for the develop- 
ment of the decision-structure but in relatio e time, the subjects had 
available, this was a maximum 21. 

On p. 363 it was sIltggested that in Shaw’s experiment the change in 
number of problems could be important and in connection with the theory 
on the (developing) decision-structure, the above hypotheses were formu- 
lated. But a second relevant point seemed to be the number of positions in 
his groups (3 or 4; see p. 364). 

In the theory on centredness of decision-structure ic 

20 Wibh this formulation is meant, that we do not mean the task performance 

is assumed that the 

of more centred groups to be necessarily worse, but that the superiority of the 
more centred groups is reduced, eventually so much reduced that it means 
tnferiority, compared with the less centred groups. 

*I The problems of the Shaw-type required much more time than Lcavitt’s 
problems. 



more centred groups perform better 
integrate the contributions of 

at such an ifli 
er of group-rnmbers is greater. 

the following general 

number of members 
centredness, o 

ater the number of persons sooner ~123 the per- 
show, as colnpared wi 

riment was desi ed with !Gposition-groups, rho had to solve 
roblems (again the numbers of members and problems are not ideal, but 
results of a compromise, in connection with the available time of s’s) 22. 

us hypothesis E is proved when the superiority of the more centred groups 
apwidrs at a relatively earlier phase of the workperiod in Sposition-groups than 
iu 4position-groups, 

ypotheses are concerned with the rformance-variables. 

be concluded with some hypoth s on recoflition sf 

leadership and sati ction of group-members. 
. To the extent t in groups the interaction-structure develops into a 

centred decision-structure, the recognition of leadership will be more 
renounced. 

The expectation, formulated in this hypothesis, is that the group-members will 
tend to perceive the objective sit;lation in a correct way. This leader-recognition 
will be measured by direct questions. 

e last hypothesis is concerned *with morale, or as we preB;r to mention 
s with satisfaction. agreement vvith a theory on determkbants of satis- 
action in task-orien groups, published elsewhere (42) the formulation 

is: 

o the extent that in groups the interaction-structure develops into a 
centred decision-structure, the satisfaction of the group-members in the 

be higher, of peripheral members lower. 
by a job-liking rating c”n a scale from unpleasant 

-, 
22 ore “po8itionP lead to more time, needed for the solving of a problem 



res were investigate 

around a circular table, so that each was 
artition from the ceuter to the tables’ edge. 
bjects to push written message cards to the 

ther members of the group, a five-layered 
t the center of the table. The box was 

each of the five points of the pentagon. 
intnd a different colour 2s. 

colours matched that of 
to be on a card of the 

booth’s colour. large cards, representing 
5 tr(als, were hung it loose-leafe fashion. The cards were placed in order with 
the numbered backs turned to S. At the starting-signal, S could pull down ?he 
first card and go to work. 

The 5 problems were the same “complex” ones, Shaw had used (“moving 
company”‘--cf. the examp on p. 361-; “time of arrival of a plane”; 
“amount of gasoline, requi for motor-vehicles”; “number of workers for 
constructiug a building”; ount of money for buying tom 

Subjects: the subjects were students of Leiden University 
year. They were naive with respect to this ty 
experiments 24 an were given the instruction to wor’k as fast as possible 

enty-six groups of four persons were r ) 13 for each “structure”. 
he subjects of a given group usually were not acquainted wit 

prior to the experiment; the instruction to the experiment was given them, 
when they were seated together. They were told, who could [communicate 
wi whom, but the structure was not made ex 

hen the group had solved the problems, ea 
in which mainly satisfaction- and leadership-measurements 
he most important data in this e riment, however, were 

time-scores, communication-units and errors. hese could be 
ved during the session or analysed from the material aft 
s&s will be reported of analyses of circle- versus wheel- 

the development-hypotheses (II A., I I C.) but also o 

23 In this experiment only four of the five available workspaces were used. 
24 This experiment was introduced as meant to investigate how fast groups 

can solve certain abstract problems. 
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Furthermore analyses will be performed, based on the degree of 
centredness of the decision-structure during the last phase of the work. 
Only hypotheses I A., I B., Y C. will be tested in these analyses. 

TEE RESULTS 

Decision Centrality Index. Before the findings concerning the 
dependent variables are reported, it is necessary to mention some data 
concemiug the decision-structure (the D.C.I.). The mean D.C.I. for the 
wheel-groups = .47, for the circle-groups = .28. The difference is signifi- 
cant (one-sided test, with the Mann-Whitney U-test leads to .Ol< p C.02). 
When we calculate the D.C.I. separately over the first two problems, and 
over the last two problems, the figures are for the wheel respectively .40 and 
.5 1, for the circle .3 1 and .24. 

In the first part of the workperiod no difference in D.C.I. exists between 
circle- and wheel-groups, neither when the first problem is separately con- 
sidered, nor when the two first problems are taken together. 

The differences in the last phase are significantly different: for the fifth 
problem .Ol< p <.02; for fourth and fifth problems together .OOl< p 
C.005 (one-sided test). When for each group the difference between the 
D.C.I. of the last two problems and the D.C.I. of the first two is calculated 
(D.C.I. last problems minus D.C.I. first problems), this measure is greater 
for wheel- than for circle-group:: (p C.07). 

It may be srated that in the wheel-groups centred decision-structures 
develop to a greater extent than in the circle-groups. 

The topological wheel-structure appears to promote the develonment of 
a more-centred decision-structure, and although the difference is not very 
great, the distinction between the topological structures will be maintained 
in the following analysis. 

*En this connection a relevant question is, if also the interucfion-structure chows 
diEerences in development between the wheel- and circle-groups. 

When calculating the degree of centredness of the interaction-structure, it 
appears that there is no increasing centredness of the interaction-structure in wheel- 
or cirCk-groups. The wheel-interaction-structure is very rigid in this exper:iment, 
and does not show a development. 

SPEED OF THE wORK-PERFORMANCE (TIME TO SOLVE) 

Time to solve was defined as the timt: required for the ,total group to 
learn the answer. The results are shown .ia Table 1. 



problem problem problem problem prob~~rn 

13,95 8,-m 6,s 7,25 8561 

ata on the last rolw. 
ro’ulern-sequence is si 

riod between circle and wheel are not 
roblems were taken together, the 

-test, was .Q5< p <. 10, in the case of 

is material; hypothesis 
A. is not, although the results a he predicted direction. 

ALITY OF THE -PERFORMANCE 

ny incorrect answer reported by a groqx is an error; 
a further disti tion is possible betwee rrected errors and definite 

errors. 

‘PAISLE 2 

Errors (A-position-groups) 

definite 
errors 

corrected 
errors 

total 
errors 

Circle 
Wheel 

26 The data satisfied few of the ,assumptions of analysis of variance and other 
distribution’“-methods; therefore the following distribution free methods 

: for fourfold tables, the usual Chi-squares eventually with correction for 
er’r; exact method for: / th 5 (30); for 2 x K tables 

ike%hood Ratio Test of the dependence hypothesis IN. 
ti. 41, p, 257 tney Test (61, 40, 59, 23, the 

stated for a one-t test, since they are testing QirectionaI 



The error-“totals” are not difEerent, 
rtion of errors has been corrected, 

is significant (p <. Thus the corrective 
rester; hypothesis . is strongly support 

‘In Table 3 are shown the distributions of 
roblems, lthus the development in the 

anaiysed. 

TABLE 3 

Errors per problem (4-position-groups) 

first 

problem 
second 

problem 
third 

problem 
fourth 

problem 
fifth 

problem 

160 % of all the wheel-errors are made in the first two problems; in the 
last two problems 19 %. For the circle these figures are respective 
anrl 44 %. The difference, shown in the 2 x 5 table, is significant 
(iilsehhood ratio test .Ol< p <AU). The errors of the wheel-group ap 
to be concentrated in the beginning of the work-period. This results in fewer 
errcxs in the last two problems (or m the last :probIem) for the wheel-groups 
than for the circle-groups (with Chi-square the g values, correspcjnding 
with one-sided test, being .Ol< p <.05). 

When the analysis is restricterl to definite errors, the results go into the same 
direction, but sre statistically not significant. 

are strongly sup_Frted by our findings. 

FPKXENCY OF THE SIK-PERFORMANCE (PMMJNT 0~ COMMUNICATION) 

With efficiency we mean the relation betvreen the value of the goal and 
the costs of attaining this goal. olution, AS in 
cases identical, thus the way to 

y message transmitted by one sub jet s considered one 
“~mmu~cation” (so the fact is neglec’:e age may contain 

several separate “items”; analysis of “items3’ gives the same results as the 
rted message-analysis). 

e mean numbers of messages, r position is smaller for 
the wheel+oups (= (Z 6,6), the difference 

:ing significant re also, the developmm is releva?rt 
s, anti it is shown i 



r of messages, per problem, per position (+position-groups) 

first second third fourth fifth 
problem problem problem problem probiem 

‘mean) 

8,20 7,08 5,88 5,75 628 (6964) 
(4965) 

-I_ 2,2s + 2,32 + 2,90 

is the distribution of the total amount of communication 
over the different “positions’“. he central person sends otit per problem a mean 
of 8.7, the ‘Lperipherals” 3,3 d the question is if the central person does not 
exceed the optimal output level (p. 363). 

ay be that he does so in the beginning (where his mean number of messages 
=: 13,6), but definitely not at the end, when the figure for the last problem = 6,2. 
And this is, as table 4 shows, not different from the communication-activity of 
the circle-members 2s. 

ARIAmEs, IN CONNECTION WIT m3Rm 0F CENTREDNESS 

ECISION-STRUCTURE 

n the foregoing it appeared, that di 
number of errors and amount of communicati 

several of the hypotheses have fou support in th,ose data, 
ere does not exist a 
ndex between wheel and circle. 

the analysis on the basis of wheel- and ci 
which characterizes them, is an overall 

devebpmeN o 
structure. vas em thus we are not so much interested in the overall 

C.I., as in the achieved centredness, in the 
d we may sharpen our analyticz4 tool, so th 

theoretical intention, in the fo~~ow~~~ wa 
or every experimental group, the . of the last prolblem was 

26 That the “time” is shorter for the wheel, does not invalidate the argument, 
because for tbat very reasoxr the central person could take more his time. 
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computed; then the wheel-groups were divi 
taining the 6 more-centred and the 6 less-cl= 

The same was done with the circle 
able 5. 

TABLE 5 

D.C.I.-1st problem (4 ition- uP@ 

more-centred wheel-gmups: (WI) = 35 
ileszs-centred wheel-groups: twrr) = .I7 
more-centred circl*groups: (421) = .5 
lesscentred &-&-groups: @2zr) = .Q7 

this tabIe there a 
W k the circle-group 

and the less centred circle-grou:r)s (C 
these groups did not achieve a ~nside~able degree of ce~tredness ‘2% 
the I- and ‘Cl -groups bit i. ; the most striking fact 

C&groups eveE show a higher CL than the 
ence is significant ‘,:wo-tail test): .Ol< p C.001). 

although wheel-groups necessarily a centred interactio 

exists, and c quently a centrekf decision-structure may in gen 
more easily the decision-stru re (as we define it) a 
distin~khed even from the raction-structure (a 
the copoiogical structure). 

en the mosi-centred groups ( 

-test: one sided p <I. 

fences are 31~0 sign&ant: 

The preference for D.C.I. of the last and the classification i 

classes were, as the C-1. computation itise riori; no trial an 
th the material has taken @lace. 
ecazlse th,sre are 13 groups, the one with the median value of the D.C. 

ore- and lcss-centred has exclusively to dlo with she 
ugs or withia tie circle-groups. 



esults will now be reporte measurement, the “fastest 
Guetzkow. The means for 

wheel-groups and circle-groups do not differ; they are both = 4.8’7. 
anRJyse these data on base of the decision-structure, achieved in the 
WC find differences, as shown in table 7. 

TABLE 7 

n 13 .C. I, fastest correct 
oroblem 

more-centred wheel-grow ups (WI) 

less-centred wheel-group s (WJ~) 
more-centred circle-grollps (Cr) 
less-centred circle-groups (CIZ) 

The following differences ar:e significant: WOl< P <:.W; 
.OO 1) and CI versus PI (.Ol< p <.02). The differ- 

p and C,, leads to a p-value = . 
he general direction in these 

. analysis is performed OFF, rhe error-data. 
ta are given for the last period of the experiment 
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TABLE 8 

Errors @-position-groups) 

fourth and fif’th 

V’z .8S / 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Wzz “17 1 1 2 0 5 5 

CZ 54 I 4 1 5 1 3 4 

Czz .07 i 1 1 2 10 2 12 

In the last two problems, tred groups (A$) made in total 
one error; in (The difference is significant: 

oblem gives the same result. 
r make 23 definite errors (C II- 

groups: IO), the WI-groups do not make errors ia e last phase of the 
problem-solving. the last problem the number of errors decreases with 

.C.L (this relation is significant: p <.OS), though the difference 
tween CI and WI1 is negligeiable). The results giva support to hypothesis 

I B. 

CE~ZREDE~ESS AND F~IcIE~~Y 0~ TASK-PERF~R~~A~ICE (Ai+d~m~ OF 

CO~XMWICATION) 

In Table 9, the mean numbers of messages, used in the last problem, 
are reported. 

TABLE 9 

Number of messages, per position, in last problem (4-positions-groups) 

mess v’ c’s 

more-centred wheel-groups (WI) 35 2,46 
kss-centred wheel-groups (WIZ) .17 4,21 
more-centred circle-groups (CI) .54 49 

less-centred circle-groups (Czz) .07 7.46 

fference between most- and least-centred groups is extremely 
latter ones need three times as many messages to reach their goal, 

of the problem (p <.001). ithin the topological structure, an 
leads aliso to a decreasiug amount of communication 



eed fewer messages than 
re amount of comm~~icatlon, 

than on the other dependent variables. 

cture exerts some influence on 

remefy important analysis: the 
the wheel-groups. 

TABLE 10 

Number of messa es, per position, in last problem t4-position-groups) 

I central positions = 
II central positions = 

Circle positions = 6,17 

WI, periphr ral positions = 1,72 
WII peripheral position: - 3,22 

rsons in the centre-positio of the decision-structure in WI send out 
less messages than central persons in W,, (p KXC) and than circle- 
positions (p = hey also receive less messages than central persons in 

11 (.OO l< p <.OOS) 30. 
hus Shaw’s Saturation-theory (cf. p. 8) must be rejected: when centre 
ion-structures develop, the communication-xtivity of the centr 

position even decreases. 

ERCEPTICWBF ROUP-STRUCTURE 

After the task-period, S’s filled out a sma uestionnaire. Some data, mot 
bearing on performance, will be reported 

One question was: Did your group have a lemuier? If so, who? 
esults of the first part of this question are given in Table 11. 

TABLE 11 

Leadership-question (Cposition-groups) 

Circle 5 30 9 8 
Wheel 35 4 0 13 

The: difference between the two structures i:; large and significant 
(p <.00001). n the wheel-group, a leader is very often recognized, while 
this is rare in the circle-group. In the second part oi <:he question, the subject 
is asked (eventually) to make a choice; the distribu$:ion of choices is shown 

30 A correction for the differences in “time” does slot change these relations 

(cf. 43, p. 170). 
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in Sfabk 12, where are tabul ated the choices on position “white’‘-in our 
experiment in the wheel-groups the central position-and the choices on 
the other (three) po+ons. 

TABL.E 12 

Leader-choices (4-position-groups) 

Choice on white Choice on other 

Circle 4 10 
VJhxl 48 1 

The distribution within the circle does not differ from the one, to be 
expxtcd on the basis of the O-hypothesis. In the wheel, there is a significant 
deviation herefrom (p <.OOOO I!). 

When we use as k&t-ship-ratio the highat number of chokes on one 
ition, divided by the total number of possible choices, the ratio is for 

in the circle .OS, in the wheel 32. In the wheel the recognition of the 
central person as the leader is nearIy complete. 

An analysis based on the D.C.I.4iffereoces, does not give spectacular 
results. In the more-centred circle-groups, 7 subjects give a (somewhat) 
positive response on the question, iE the group had a leader; 2 do so in the 

s-centred circle-groups. In the more centred circle-groups, 10 choices are 
ma& (in the second part of tthe question), in the lessiscentred only two (of 

t difference is signiIicant I& <.Ol). Thus, the differences between 
circles-groups are small, and in the wheel-groups the 

centml bin of the topological w-structure is always chosen. 
The interaction-s?ructure seems to determine the recognil,ion of lea 

ship, as it is mcasurxd * ur question. Only a slight infjuence of 
nronstrate d, thus hypothesis F. is only we 



ANCE 3 

and with circle-me rs (.02< p C.03) are si reIrce 
between circle-me s and wheel-peripheral 

agreement with results studies (cf. however 

ication, footnote 
ore interesting is the result of a CLanalysis, 3s shown in Table 13. 

TABLE 13 

Satisfaction @-position-groups) 

cenkai 
positior#) 

other 
positions 

more-centred wheel-groups (WI) 9,28 5,41 
Iess-centred whee -groups (Wrx) 8,17 6,96 

It appears from this table, that in more-centred groups, the centr 
persons are more satisfied with their IS A in the group, than in less-centred 
groups, while the relation is reversed for the other group-members. The 
differences art. ciearly in the predicted direction, but no statistical signs- 
cance could be demonstrated (the lowest y-value was found for the differ- 
ence of the “peripherals”, p = .09). 

When the difference between central person and peripherals for each 
group is determined, this difference is significantly greater in WI-groups 
than in W,,-groups [p = .04). 

It may be concluded that to a certain degree hypothesis 6. has found 
support in these data. 

Some data are relevant in this connection w ickr were obtained by a rating of 
the group-perjormance by the group-members. 

TABLE 14 

Performance-rating (4-position-groups) 

central other 
positions positions 

more-centred wheel-groups 5.75 5,58 
less-centred wheel-groups 6,42 5900 

When we compare Tables 13 and 14 it is evident, thaf the satisfaction- 
dif7erenws we mt a result of the belief of s’s that they had attained a high 
achievement-level 32; the differences go exactly in opposite directions: the 
central persons, who “score” higher in satisfaction in the more-cen@ed 

31 In all wheel-groups the central person of the decision-structure is during 
the last problem in the central ‘iopological position! 

a.2 An achievement-hypothesis has been tested by Shaw (52); his result was 
also negative. 
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groups, rate their groups’ perf0rmimc3e lower; and the reveme holds for the 
peripherals. 

%JMMARY OF EXPERIMENT WITH ~b-b~1T1o~+3wou~S, 5 OBLEMS 

This experiment was designed to test the general theory, that groups 
which develop a more-centred decision-structure, w perform their t&s 
better &au. groups with a less-centred decision-structure. 

ore-centred structures are characterized by vulnerability, resulting 
from an environmental pnessune, which exceeds the rtSstance of the 
“central position”. 

The tist part of the theory (the core of it!) is tested in hypotheses I A., 
I B., I c. 

The analysis is based on differences in cisio9 Qntrality Incki (I3.C.I.) 

in the last proHem. 

Speed of Group-per+mance (Time to Solve) 

To the extent; that the group’s decision-structure is more ccntred, the 
group-task appears to lx; performed faster. This is true even when circle- 
groups are more centred than wheel-groups, although the last ones are 
characterized by a centred interaction-ste. Thus hypotheris I A. is 
co&med. 

&dity of Tark-performunce (Error,?+) 

Groups with a more-centred decision-structure make less eri’ors in the 
l.ast part of the workperiod. Hypothesis I B. is also corroborated by the 
experimental data. 

Efi.cienqy of Tmk-performance (Amount of Comm=unication) 

Groups with the centred decision+tructure use fewer messages than less- 
ceatred groups, but the interaction-structure has also influence. With this 
reservation, hypothesis I C. has been supported. 

The second part of the theory, which aims at an analysis of the develop- 
mental process itself, is tested in hypotheses II A., II B., II C. Furthermore, 
the vulnerability is directby investigated, as it is expressed in hypothesis II D. 
The analysis of the data is on basis of wheel- and circle-structures. 

Speed of Groyrp-perjbmrznce 

The wheel-groups work slower in the beginning of the task-period, but 
show at the end of it more speed than the less-centred circle-groups. Tl- -: 



uality uf T~k-~~~~r~e 

Irm the comp~i~ circle-groups, h 
. In the more-centred groups a greater proportion of the errors is 

made in the begi ler in the end of it, com- 

pared with the distribution of the errors in less-centred groups. 

w cf k-perfur~~e 

e wheel-groups show in the first ~roblenl an amount of communi- 
cation, which is nearly equal to the communication required by the (less- 
centred) circle-groups, but in every following problem the wheel-groups are 
working in a more efficient way than the circle-groups: as is indicated by the 
increasing difIerence in the amount of communication, in favour of the 
wheel-groups. Thus hypothesis II C. is confirmed. 

Corrective? Power 

I D. bearing on a special aspect of the “vulnerability” of 
centred groups, is also ccnfirmed by the data: the correction power of the 
wheel-groups is smaller than that of the circle-groups. 

Division of Labour wMin the Group 

It could be a more-centred decision- 
structure the not exceed. an “optimal 
output level”; on the contrary their activity is, qua sending and receiving, 
decreasing when the centredness of the decision-structure increases. From 
this viewpoint too, the morc-centred groups are not less eflicient, as was 
suggested by other researchers (cf. p. 363). 

Recognition of Lmdersh~p und Satisfaction 

The experiment was not designed to test hypotheses F. and 6. For hypo- 
thesis IF. the experimental support was very weak; hypothesis 6. has found 
support in the data. 

The general conclusion from the experimental tidings is that hypotheses 
I A., I ., I C., II A., II B., II C. and II D. are confirmed. 
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E~~ERHMEN~ WITH ~--PwITIoN-GRCMIPS (3 

This fxpdment was designed to test a specral application of the theory 
on a determinant of groupperformance. In this theory it was ‘hypothesized 
that more-centred groups perform their 8goulbtasks better, because the 
central gmositioa can integrate the cant ribut ions of the various grou 
members. Now the hyIothesis is that su~la an integration is more urgent in 
greater groups. + 

~ve-prc~blem-:r~~~t (4 positio,;,.a!:) it has been shown already 
FxforInance of the mofF; centred groups, compared with the 

performance of the ‘!dss-cerLtred gr~~uti:~ is better in the fourth and fifth 
problems, but worse irh the first and second. problems. 

The special theory, testtid nc ti in aw lexperiment with five-position- 
groups is: the greater the number of groupmembers, the faster the inferi- 
ority of the lesii+centred groups will manifest itself (hypothesis E., p. 374). 
In this experiment the group’s workper%ti contains only three problems: if 
hypotheses I AL, I 13. and I C. can be also confirmed in Ms experiment, 
then hypothesis E. finds strong support. 

wo topolo,gical structures were investigated, the wheel and the circle. 
set-up was the same as *he one in the preceding experiment. 

The probkns were “moving company”, “time of arrival of plane”, 
“amount of gasoline, required for motor-vehicles”. 

Subjects: the subjects were students of Amsterdam University in their 
iirst year. Twenty-four groups of five persons were run, 12 in each structure. 

THE RESULTS 

The De&w Centrality In&x First, the data on the centredness of the 
decision-structure of wheel and circle will be reported. The mean D.C.I. 
for the wbeelgroups is S6, for the circle-groups .12 @ G.01). The 
development of !L,.: decision-structure is shown in Table 15, where the 
D.C.I. is computed for first and last problem. 

TABLIT 15 

Decision Centrali?.y Index (S-position-groups) 

D.C.I.&st D CL-last 
problem problem 

Circle .I1 .I1 
wheel .48 .62 

The circk-groups in general do not develop a more-centred decision- 
struchrre, while the wheel-groups do. Again it is meaningful to start the 
analysis 0-E the data on the basis of the topological structures, 



es, which e problem, are given 
Table 16. 

TABLE 16 

can time per problem, in minutes (S-position-groups) 

first problem second problem third problem total 

Circle 23,78 14,05 II,45 ?6,43 
heel 25.07 12,27 9,82 15,72 

wheel-groups need more e in the first problem, but in the seco 
they are thready faster. ut in comparing the data for the last two 

s together (or the la ne separately), no significant difference 
demonstrated to exis tween circle- and wheel-grou 

of the correctly-so!ved problems leads to similar results. 

ALUY OF TASK-PERFORMANCE (ERRORS) 

ike in the experiment reported earlier, a distinction is made between 
definite errors and corrected errors, together they make the total number 
of errors. 

TABLE 17 

Errors (Sposition- 

definite corrected 
errors errors 

tot4 

Circle 23 33 56 
Wheel 34 18 52 

The error-totals do not differ, but the corrective Peer of the circle- 
groups is greater than that of the wheel-groups (.OOlC p <.Ol), 

The distributions rzZ errors over the thrtie problems are not different for 
circle and wheel (therefore they are not reported here). 

EFFICIENCY OF THE ASK-PERFORMANCE (AMOUNT OF COMMUNICATION) 

The number of messages per problem per position is smaller for the 
wheel-groups (mean = 6,2) than for the circle-groups (= 9,9). The differ- 
ence is sign&ant (.OOOl< p <.Wl). 

The development o the communication-activity is shown in 



TABLB 18 

Number of messages per problem per position (J-position-groupsj 

first problem second problem third problem total 

Circle IO,84 9920 9*50 9,85 
wheel 9,26 4,84 41, 6,18 

In the G.rst problem, there is a. small (but significant: p =: . 

between wheel tiund circle, but in the last problem this has 

The central person senctk out 10,4 messages in the last problem; this does not 
dtier signilkantly from ff1.e mean of the circle-members in that problem, thus the 
same reasoning holds as has been carried out tan p. 379. 

DEPENDENT VARIABLES, IN CONNECT'ION WIT THE EGREE OP 

CENTREDNESS OF TBR DECISION-STRUCTURE (D.C.I.) 

In the preceding the data of wheel- and circle-groups have been com- 
pared after a difference in the decision-stnucture (D.C.I..) between them had 
been ‘demonstrated. ut the D.C.I. was computed over all three problems. 

Now we will analyse the data on the: basis of the achieved decision- 
structure (that is to say the D.C.I. of the last problem) like we have done 
already in the 4 position experiment (p. 379 seq.). 

CENTREDNESSANDTIME TOSOLVE 

Again four DCLclasses, each containing 6 groups, are formed. 
l Ldifferencz between WI1 and C,, is significant; WI1 and CI do not 

show a aignifkant difference. 
Tie-results are siven in Table.. 19. 

The in last problem (5-position-groups) 

D.C.I. time 

more-c&red wheel-groups (WI) .93 8,82 
ks-centred wheel-groups (Wrr) .31 IO,82 
more-centred circie-group (CI) 20 IO,46 
l-tred cir&groups (Crr) .Ol 12,44 

A&x@ the most-centred groups are clearly faster than the least- 
intros groups (CII) and in general the .C.I.-differences when not too 



0 si 
the lowest p-le 

TABLE 20 

Fastest correct problem 

5 .93 8,23 
6 .31 13,36 
6 .2Q 11,40 
6 .61 12,23 

versus CII lea 

In Table 21 the total number of errors (corrected plus non corrected 
n parentheses, separate figures for 

tributed over aLI 

TABLE 21 

Errors (S-position-groups) 

D.C.I. first second third total (total 
problem problem prohlem definite 

errors) 

more-centred wheel .93 
lcss-centred wheel-groups (Wfl) .31 
more-cent: ed circle-groups (Cr) .20 
less-centred circle-groups (CII) .Ql 

12m QW w 12 m 

200) 11(11’, 9(7) 40 (26) 
29(3 1) 9G) 2(2) US) 
60) 6(5) 4(l) 16 (7) 

The total numbers of errors (corrected plus non-corrected) 
probl.ems together do not give a systematic coherent picture: more centre 
whe&groups make fewer errors, than kss-centred wheel-groups, but for 
the circle-groups the situation is reversed. The data for t efi=rlte errors 

are similar. 
In the Yast two problems no error at alli is made by Wr -groups, aga 

by the WI1 -groups (.OOOl,< p <.OOl), against 11 by the CI -gro 
(m< p K.02) and against 10 by the CIr -groups (.Ol< p <.02). 

The great number of errors, ma-de by the WI,-groups (compare 
circle-groups) may be explained by the vulnerability of these groups wi 
their central interaction-structure an of c:ntre 
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decision-structure. When the ditkrences in D.C.I. are great, 
more-centred de;& ion-stru&re make less errors. 

ENTIREDNESS AND EFFICIENCY OF TASK-PERFORMANCE (AMOUNT OF 
COMMUNICATION] 

TABLE 22 

Number of messam, per position, in last problem (Qosition-groups) 

more-centred wheel-groups (WI) .93 3980 
less-centred wheel-groups (WXI) .31 5,017 
more-centred circle-groups (CZ) .20 8,77 
lesxentred circle-groups (Cxz) .Ol lo,23 

The difIerences between WI and CpI Cp <.OOOO!), W, and WI1 (OS) 
and W, and CI (.OOOOl<p =/ ,.OOOl) are significant, but the difference 
between Cr and CII is not (JI =: JO). 

When the Merences ix~ D.C.1. are not too small, more-centred groups 
appear to require less messages than less-centred groups. But here also 
(cf. p. 383) the inZer~kvr_structure has influence. 

PERCHWON 0F GROUP-STIWCT~JRE 

RestiNs were precisely similar to the findings of the experiment with 
4 posit&-groups; therefore they are not reprted here. 

SATISFACTION OF GROUP-MIMBERS 

The mean satisfaction of circle-members = 7,6, of central persons in 
the wheel = 8,#4, of peripht:rals = 6,0. The difference between central and 
peripheral wheel-members is significant (.OOl< p CM), that between 
central persons and circle-members is not significant. Circle-members are 
more satisfied than wheel-peripherals (.OOi< p <.Ol). 

Again we find data in cormection with hypothesis G (p. 374) which are 
shown in Table 23. 

~“ABLE 23 
Satisfaction (S-position-groups) 

central positkms other positions 

morexentred wheel-groups (WZ) 
Iks-ceFtred wheel-groups (Wrr) 

8,95 §,lO 
7,97 6,641 
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ween more- a 
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en done: a corn 
circle-groups and an analysis, based on 

of the result of wheel-versus 
.C.I during the last problem. 

Time to Solve 

The data are i dieted directions: in the second problem, the 
more-centred groups (the wheel-groups’ I are alrea.dy faster, so that the 
mean time over all three problems is smaller for more-centred than for less- 
centrcd groups (with the 4 position-groups the reverse was demonstrated, 
see p. 377). 

Analysis on the basis of the D.C.I. (last problem) shows increased differ- 
ences in the expected direction. ut no statistical difference could 
demonstrated, although the “fastest correct problem” time measurement 
shows p-values, approximating the .OSlevel. 

Thus some support is found for hypothesis A. in the material of this 
experiment. 

In the analysis of the material on the basis of .C’.I.-differences it appears 
tirat when large diffferences exist in degree of cenzredness during the later 
phase of the workperiod (that is, in problems two and three), more-centred 
soups perform better than less-centred groups. 
ported by these findings, and consequently hypothesis E. is confirmed as 
far as the quatity of performance is concerned. 

11 the first problem alrendy, the wheelgroups use a signikantly !o!Ner 
number of messages though the difference is not very large, and in the 
second they send roughIy h;ti the number of messages, the circle-groups 
need. The superiority oI the wheel-groups thus manifests itself earlier than 
it was the case with the 4 position-groups (cf. p. 379). In the 4 position- 



groups no significant difference exists in the first problem and only in the 
fifth problem t&e relation between wheel and circle is similar to the one 
whi& appears here (in the 5 position-groups) already in the second 
problem. 

Thus hypothesis E. has found strong support, as far as the efhciency of 
task-performance is concerned. 

The results of this experiment generally support the hypothesis E. 
(although tian+differences, going in the predicted direction, failed to reach 
statistical signi.Ecance); with an increasing number of group-members, 
groups with a more-centred decision-structure manifest their superiority 
over less-centred groups in regard to speed, quality and efficiency, earlier. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Shaw formulated the theory that “availability of information” determines 
the performance of groups, when “simple” problems are solved, but with 
more complex problems “the possibility of contributions from all members 
of the group becomes much more important”. 

This opportunity for participation of all members is greater in the circle- 
groups; consequently so-called circle-groups should perform more complex 
tasks faster, than wheel-groups, whcrt: t,he central person becomes satu- 
rated. Thus this theory is based on a “‘substantial” difference between 
complex and simple problems. 

In our opinion however the essential point is not the gradual diflerence 
in prhlem-complexity, but the need for integration: when two or more 
persons work on the same task, so that the work of each of them is only 
a part of ;hc “total”, the integration of their activities is a basic condition 
for a good end-performance. 

Strict integration is secured to an optimal degree by a strungly centred 
decision-structure. When the interaction-structure of a group is considered 
to refer to “who communicates to whom”, the decision-structure bears upon 
“who takes decisions for whom”. 

Equal participation of all members in the decision-processes seems to 
us detrimental for the group-performance; but in the group with a strongly- 
centred decision-structure, the central person can integrate the contributions 
of the individual members, so that these contributions lead to maximum 
profit. 

Our theory is a dynamic theory on group-structures: gro 
have developed a more-cerrtred decision-structure function better than 
less-centred groups, in regard to speed of task-performance c‘time tij 
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solve”), qufflity c;af taa -perforrnan~ (errors) a of task- 
rformans (amount of communication). The theory was stron 

ptirted by our experimental da roups who solved complex 
problems of the t;we, Shaw is theory; so the “ 
pation”-theory can only be refute cially the explanation by means 
of the saturation Loncept (cf s to be incorrect, because in 
groups with a ma,re-centred decision-structure the central position is not 
characterized b!,: a greater input or output but even by sm r “communi- 
lcation-pressure” than the central groups with a less-cmtred 
decision structure (p. 383) 

Thus our theory is quite the rever 
Shaw’s empirical findings however, may be in harmony with our 

which emphasizes the fact that the centred-decisio -structure must develop; 
in Shaw”s groups strongly-centred decision-structures do not seem to 
develop to such an extent. 

In Ais context the remark must be madIe that we are uncertain about 
what Shaw calls “central method”. In an analysis of Shaw’s material 35 it 
appeared that central persons in the wheel-groups, adopting the central 
method, send as much messages as central persons in wheel-groups, not 
adopting this method. This result is unclear. 

Furthermore our theory suggested a greater vulnerability of more-centred 
structures, this vulnerability manifesting itself when the centre is under too 
high pressure from the environment. In the experimental set-up as used by 
Lcavitt, Shaw and ourselves, it can be e ected that in the beginning 
of ft ‘I: task-period, when the centred inte icn-structure (in the wheel- 
groups) has not yet developed into a centred decisionstructure, this 
vulnerability wili manifest itself most clearly: then, msre-centred groups 
will perform relatively worse. This theory, as expressed in three hypotheses, 
ha,s also found strong support in the data of our first experiment. 
The results of this experiment may bc summarized $as follows: in groups 

performing tasks, in which the individual contributions need to bc 
inlegrated, the more-centred decision-structure leads to better performance, 
although this centred structure is characterized by a greater vulnerability. 

Our second experiment demonstrat,es that this difference qua per- 

formance between groups with more- and lesscentred decision-structures 

is more striking, when the groups consist of more members 34. 

83 This was enabled to us by Prof. Saw’s kindness to send us quite an amount 

of his original data. 
84 Cf. 26, 27. 
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For the practice in industry or government, it is important that participation in 
&&ion-m&jng deteriorates the group’s performance; more-centredness in the. 
ile&ion-smlcture leads to a better performance even wheil the central persons are 
jmr S&C& and non nraWd a~ in our experimental set-up. The vulnerability of a 
leader-structure however, makes clear that training of leaders may be a much 
yielding procedure 86. 

AIsx, a crucial point in this context is the utilization of the insight-contributions 
by peripheral members in more-centred groups (cf. p. 359). 

From a theoretical viewpoint it is important that during the very restricted time 
0: the experimental session, groups develop a centred decision-structure: this opens 
a good perspective with regard to the geuer~Iixation of the theory ss. 

‘However, witi regard to tiis geneealkation, two aspe:cts are important. 
First it must be stated that centredness of the decision-structure is not 
identical to ‘“closeness of supervision”. ‘I’IE former refers to the require- 
ments for integration of the contribution:, of all1 groupmemkrs, the latter, 
however, has to do with “how” each group-member is active, and the extent 
of supervision on this by the central person (I, 2, esp, p* 37). 

The centredness of the decision-structure shows a certain agreemeW 
with the ctrr~ept “authoritariarr leadership” (60). Unfortunately this last 
concept is to such an extent negatively evaluated that even in the scientific 
literature results are sometimes misinterpreted 37. 

The second aspect concerns t.he experimental situation. 
In our experiment, anyone of the group-members could have accomplish- 

ed the total task, as is shown in Shaw’s circle-groups where both task- 
functions, information processing and decision making, are performed by 
each subject; the imormation is of one type and is available to the subjects 
when the group starts to work (50 it is not coming in at irregular, un- 
predictable moments) and is systema:ically distributed (conf. 32, 33, 44, 
51) and only one soiution is correct (cf. 53). Even in this type of task- 
situa’.ion, the groups with the more-centred decision-structure are per- 
forming “better”. But then we may notice, that in the short time, they had 
available in the experiment, the groups could not develop a very strong 
centredness of the decision-structure, as appears from the great number of 
S’s who make their own solution; furthermore as was stated already the 
central persons were 1r0,t sebc&%l and not trained. Thus the expectation can 

35 Schutz investigated the possibilities of creating productive groups by selecting 
“compatible” group-members (46). 

3s With reference to the often heard objection against the abstractness of 
group-experimental studies it may be stated that here it is again demonstrated, 
that this method permits very adequately the analysis of the concrete development- 
in-time of the groups (cf. also 20). 

37 17, p. 431 en 50, pp. 127, 128, 132. 



be, that in situations, where this “centredness” is far more pronounced, even 
greater effects will result with regard to group-performance. 

tion in the decision-taking is ineffective in a group-task 
h integration is essential. This does not mean, however, 

that according to our theory participation in the opinion-processes is 
ineffective. On the contrary, a wide divergence of opinions hads to better 
decisions, as Torrance has demonstrated (58; cf. also 8, ,?p. 4CM seq. 
and 53). 

fascinating problem is the devefupment of the centred-decision- 
strur**lre itself (cf. 21, 7j. 

IIn our experiments with more complex problems, 23 % of the peripheral whed- 
suh+cts made their own problem-solution, in the fifth problem. In T hr: experiment 
wiih simple problems (referred to on p. 359) it was found that no pe ipheral wheel- 
member made his own solution in the fifth problem. And also it appeared th!at 
only type-l messages were sent by the central person in this experiment with 
simple problems. Thus it is clear, that the more-centred decision-structure develops 
more easily in groups, solving relatively simple problems. 

Shaw and Ci‘lchrist (in personal communication) suggest tht: explanati,on, 
that with more complex problems, solutions of others are not so easily 
accepted. The difficulty, however, is that acceptance or non-xceptance of 
solutions, is not independent (in the wheel) from central persJ.)ns, who may 
withold the information-items, and send out only solutions. Fu :ther research 
in this direction to identify variables, which determine thie development of 
certain structures, is promising, as is eviden m recent publications. 

We have done laboratory-experiments in situations (to be published) 
with interesting data on the attitudes of the peripherals, the “followers”. 
Very promising are results of studies by Guetzkcw (22) and Friedler (14), 
bearing on thca attitudes of the central group-members. By all these 
diff:erent investigations the knowledge of the relation between group- 
structure and plxformance is now continuously increasing. 
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. .:~ypo&w a~ to t!le group-pedormance have been tested in two series of 
mpwiments. 

The influence of the structure of communication on group-performance has 
heen investigated in the Bavelas-Smith-Leavitt research. ‘I’be measurements of 
performance showed a relation to “*positional” (topological) variables. 

Sbaw has put forward the theory that as far as the :oYving of more complex 
prohl:ms is concerned the topological structure, which allows contributions from 
al: group-members (more participation from each individual), shows better mutts 
than the structure: where one person is situated in the most central position; the 
latter being in danger of being “saturated”. 

In the earliest investigations of performance it appears that too great. a 
signXcance has been attached to positional variables; the dynamic a.ssct having 
been much neglected, as Guetxkow and Simon, and Flamenr have proved for 
simple problems. 

In order to explain tbe contradictory results found by Shaw for simple and 
di&uIt problems the following theory is put forward by the author: groups with a 
more centred decision-structure perform the tasks he&r, because tbe contributions 
from the individual members can be better integrated by the person situated in 
the centre. 

This dynamic centred-decision-structure has to develop; this takes a certain 
amount of time (a certain number of tasks). The degree of centredntss of the 
decision-structure is expressed in the Decision Centrality Index (D.C.I.), being a 
measure of the degree in which one person taker; the decisions for 9re whole group. 

Furthermore a greater “vulne~ahility” for more centrcd structures is presumed 
in the theory; &is vulnerability making itself apparent especially in the beginning 
of the ,rlorking period. 

The theory is laid down in the following hypotheses: 

General hypo,hesis I., 

To the exter . that the decision-structure in groups is more centred, the groups 
will give a better performance of their group tasks. 

General hypothesis II. 

TO the extent that a structure is more centred, it is characterized by a greater 
“vulnerability”. The vulnerability will demonstrate itself when the pressur: exerted 
on the central position of the structure is greater than its resistance. 

The specific hypotheses are: 

I A. To the extent that the decision-structure in groups is more centred, the 
group task will be performed faster. 

I B. To the extent tbat the decision-structure in groups is more centred, tbe 
quaiity of tbe task performance will be better. 

I C. To the extent that the decision-structure in groups is more ceetred, the 
group task will he performed more efficienctly, 
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A. To the extent that the interaction-structure in groups is more centred, the 
~“~aup task will be performed relatively more slowly during the ibeginning 

period of the work. 

To the extent that the interac n-structure in groups is more centred, the 
quality of the up task will relatively less during the beginning period 
of the work. 

XI 42. To the extent that the iinteraction-structure in groups is more centred, the 
group task will be performed relatively less efficiently during the beginning 
period of the work. 

II D. To the extent that the interaction-structure in groups is more centred, the 
group’s “corrective power” will be smaller. 

To test these hypotheses an experiment has ireen designed 
groups have solved 5 problems (so called complex problems, 
S’s were first year students of the Leyden State University; 
according to the circle structure, 13 in the wheel structure. 

The hypotheses dealing with performance (I A, I B, I C, 
11 D) are confirmed by the experimental results. AS far as 

in which $-person- 
as used by Shaw). 
13 groups worked 

II A, II 13, II C, 
hypothesis I C is 

concerned a restriction should be made to the effect that the interaction-structure 
is also of influence. The author’s theory is thus confirmed in full. 

Shaw’s participation theory is turned down herewith; especially also the 
hypothesis of too great a saturation of the central person, 
incorrect; on the contrary: saturation of the central person 
more centred decision structure. 

ENVESTIOATION OF S-PERSON-GROUPS, S~LVINQ 3 PROBLEMS 

Also the number of persons in a group is important. It is 
gration of the individual contributions by one perso 

has proved to be 
is decreased by a 

expected that inte- 
more urgent as the 

number of group-members increases. This has bee formulated in the hypothesis: 
E. The greater the number of persons in groups, the sooner will the performance- 

inferiority of the less-centred groups show, as compared with the more-centred. 
In order to test this hypothesis, an experiment has been designed where 5-person- 

g~=oups had to solve three problems. Hypothesis E is confirmed when the superiority 
of the more centred groups occurs in a relatively earlier phase of the working 
period in these J-position-groups, than in the 4-position-grot+s. 

S’s were first year students of the Amsterdam University. Problems ‘were the 
same as those used in the four-position experiment. 

Twelve wheel-groups and twelve circle-groups were formed. The results confirm 
hypothesis E as far as the quality and efficiency of the task perform’ance are 
concerned. Results for speed of task-performance are in the predicted direction, 
but no statistical significance has been indicated. 
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